


Welcome!
• Please share:  Let others know you are here with 

#HPCCTechTalks

• Ask questions!  We will answer as many questions as we 
can following each speaker.

• Look for polls at the bottom of your screen. Exit full-screen 
mode or refresh your screen if you don’t see them.

• We welcome your feedback - please rate us before you 
leave today.

• Visit our website for information after the event.

• Want to be one of our featured speakers?  Let us know! 
techtalks@hpccsystems.com
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Community announcements
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Platform updates:

• 7.8.4 Gold – Download Now / Get the Release Notes

• Find out more about the plans for the 7.8.x series for both the bare metal version 
and the Cloud native version currently under development.

Read the latest blogs on the community portal: 

• HPCC Systems and the Path to the Cloud

• Setting up a default HPCC Systems cluster on Microsoft Azure using HPCC Systems 
7.8.x and Kubernetes

• Deploying HPCC Systems on Microsoft Azure

Recent News

• Sponsor of ODSC East 2020 Virtual Event – April 15th-17th

• 7,000 attendees

• Our Speaker: Chris Connelly, Lead Sports Scientist, NC State University
Presentation: Sports Analytics - Leveraging Raw GPS Data for Optimizing 
Soccer Players' Performance
Demo Talk: Leveraging Open Source Technology to Improve Athlete 
Performance

• Hosted a virtual booth

Dr. Flavio Villanustre
VP Technology

RELX Distinguished Technologist
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions

Flavio.Villanustre@lexisnexisrisk.com

https://hpccsystems.com/download#HPCC-Platform
https://hpccsystems.com/download/release-notes
https://hpccsystems.com/blog/offsite-2020
https://hpccsystems.com/blog
https://hpccsystems.com/blog/path-to-cloud
https://hpccsystems.com/blog/default-azure-setup
https://hpccsystems.com/blog/Deploying_HPCC_Systems_on_Microsoft_Azure
mailto:Flavio.Villanustre@lexisnexisrisk.com


Today’s speakers

Bob Foreman
Senior Software Engineer
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions
Robert.Foreman@lexisnexisrisk.com

Bob Foreman has worked with the 
HPCC Systems technology platform 
and the ECL programming language 
for over 9 years, and has been a 
technical trainer for over 25 years. He 
is the developer and designer of the 
HPCC Systems Online Training 
Courses, and is the Senior Instructor 
for all classroom and Teams based 
training.

Allan Wrobel
Consulting Software Engineer
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions
Allan.Wrobel@lexisnexisrisk.com

Allan has working in the IT industry his 
entire adult life, and had the pleasure of 
working with LexisNexis for 10 years now. 
Interests: all things programming and all 
things data, so this has been a marriage 
made in heaven.

Jingqing Zhang
PhD Student
Imperial College London
jingqing.zhang15@imperial.ac.uk

Jingqing Zhang is a 3rd-year PhD (HiPEDS) 
at Department of Computing, Imperial 
College London under the supervision of 
Prof. Yi-Ke Guo. His research interest 
includes Natural Language Processing, Text 
Mining, Data Mining and Deep Learning. 
He received his BEng degree in Computer 
Science and Technology from Tsinghua 
University, 2016, and MRes degree with 
distinction in Computing from Imperial 
College London, 2017. 

mailto:Robert.Foreman@lexisnexisrisk.com
mailto:Allan.Wrobel@lexisnexisrisk.com
mailto:jingqing.zhang15@imperial.ac.uk


Integrating Prior Knowledge with Learning in 
Biomedical Natural Language Processing

Jingqing Zhang 
PhD Candidate

Data Science Institute
Imperial College London



Quick poll:
Have you heard about “Phenotype”?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Deep learning with prior knowledge

Knowledge
Providers

Learning

Decision
Perception Prior Knowledge

Data



Prior knowledge

• Unstructured knowledge
• Which can be implicitly contained in large text corpus.

• Great success being used together with pre-training techniques.

• Structured knowledge
• Which can be explicitly defined by knowledge graph, ontologies.

• Proven to be effective in tasks that require reasoning and understanding.



Our research at Imperial DSI

• Leveraging structured and unstructured data as prior knowledge to improve
deep learning models in natural language processing.

• Using structured data

• Integrating Semantic Knowledge to Tackle Zero-shot Text Classification. 
NAACL 2019.

• Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic 
Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records. IEEE BIBM 2019.

• Using unstructured data

• PEGASUS: Pre-training with Extracted Gap-sentences for Abstractive 
Summarization. Submitted to ICML 2020.



Motivation

• Electronic health records (EHRs) are widely and increasingly adopted.

• Understanding the professional and natural languages in medical domain
with manually pre-defined biomedical ontologies.

Plain Text
EHRs

Biomedical
Ontologies

Relation Other 
Purposes

Analysis
Diagnosis
Treatment

Medical Chatbot
Medical QA

• International Classification of Diseases
• Human Phenotype Ontology
• Medical Subject Headings
• Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
• …

so that



Motivation

• We aim to annotate EHRs with pre-defined phenotypes.

• EHRs serve as a rich source of phenotype information.

• We find the patients who were diagnosed as the same disease could be 
further classified into sub-groups by phenotypes.

• Phenotype annotation on EHRs can help disease diagnosis, and genomic 
diagnostic, towards precision medicine.

Plain Text
EHRs

Phenotype
Annotating

• Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO)
• Phenotype: observable characteristics
• Examples:

• Abnormality of the digestive system
• Abnormality of the immune system
• Abnormality of the nervous system



• MIMIC-III

• A public EHRs database with 52k 
notes from 40k patients

Datasets

• Human Phenotype Ontology 
(HPO)

• Standardize 13k HPO terms and 
each with description.



Our work

• We propose a novel unsupervised deep learning framework to exploit 
supportive phenotype knowledge in HPO and annotate general 
phenotypes from EHRs semantically. 

• We demonstrate that our proposed method achieves state-of-the-art 
annotation performance and computational efficiency compared with 
other methods.



Problem formulation (Example)

• Abnormality of the cardiovascular system

• Abnormality of the digestive system

• Abnormality of the respiratory system

• Abnormality of the digestive system

“Your blood pressure medications were 
adjusted to better control your blood

pressure while you were in DKA”

EHRs snippets Potential annotation with HPO terms

“Given your complaints of chronic cough and
heartburn, you should also discuss beginning a trial 

of a proton pump inhibitor such as Nexium or 
Prilosec to see if this helps your symptoms”



Problem formulation

• There are two types of data sources. 

– :  a collection of EHRs and each EHR 
consists of textual notes written by clinicians.

– :  a standardized general category of 
human phenotypes provided by HPO. 

– The HPO also provides additional subclasses 



Problem formulation

• The EHR can include either multiple phenotypes or a single or none. 
Therefore, learning the annotation of phenotypes from EHRs is essentially 
learning the conditional probability: 

• I.e. a binary classification for each 

• As a whole, a multi-label classification on 



Semantic Latent Representations

• Assumptions

– The semantics of a general phenotype is represented by a prior distribution. The 

prior distribution of each phenotype should be ‘distinct’ enough from each other.

– The semantics of EHR is a composition of the semantics of  phenotypes.

Represented by

Generated by

Sampled from

phenotype vector prior

‘Distinct’ enough other priors

Sampled from

Represented by
Generated by

weight



An auto-encoder model

• General text reconstruction

Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records

Jingqing Zhang, Xiaoyu Zhang, Kai Sun, Xian Yang, Chengliang Dai, Yike Guo



An auto-encoder model

• Text reconstruction of the general phenotypes’ description.

reconstruction constraint   

Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records

Jingqing Zhang, Xiaoyu Zhang, Kai Sun, Xian Yang, Chengliang Dai, Yike Guo



An auto-encoder model

• The latent vectors sampled from different priors can be classified to different 
classes, then the priors are thought to be ‘distinct’ enough.

Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records

Jingqing Zhang, Xiaoyu Zhang, Kai Sun, Xian Yang, Chengliang Dai, Yike Guo



Experiments - time efficiency Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records

Jingqing Zhang, Xiaoyu Zhang, Kai Sun, Xian Yang, Chengliang Dai, Yike Guo



Experiments - accuracy

• Silver standard

HPO OMIM ICD

Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records

Jingqing Zhang, Xiaoyu Zhang, Kai Sun, Xian Yang, Chengliang Dai, Yike Guo



Conclusion & future works

• A novel unsupervised deep learning framework to annotate phenotype from 
EHRs. 

• The experiments have shown the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.

• We believe our method can provide a better indication for disease diagnosis. 

• Integrate external biomedical literature from PubMed, Elsevier, etc.

• Extend to annotate all the 13k specific phenotype in HPO. 

• Improve embeddings of HPO by taking both semantics and hierarchy into 
consideration.

• Active learning strategies.

• Apply to general NLP domains.

Unsupervised Annotation of Phenotypic Abnormalities via Semantic Latent Representations on Electronic Health Records

Jingqing Zhang, Xiaoyu Zhang, Kai Sun, Xian Yang, Chengliang Dai, Yike Guo



Quick poll:
Could you see this framework being leveraged 
in other types of medical research?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Questions?

Jingqing Zhang 
Data Science Institute

Imperial College London
https://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~jz9215/
jingqing.zhang15@imperial.ac.uk

http://www.imperial.ac.uk/
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A Universal Workunit Scheduler 

Allan Wrobel, LexisNexis Risk Solutions 
Consulting S/W Engineer



Quick poll:

If using HPCC Systems, have you found the 
need for multi-stage processing on Thor?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen 



What problem is being addressed?

Scenarios where multi-stage processing on Thor may be applicable:
• (E)xtraction; (T)ransform; (L)oad of data into Thor is almost invariably a 

multi stage process where the ‘scrubbing’ or ‘Transforming’ of data has to 
wait upon the extraction and presentation of its input.

• One Workunit may be ‘watching’ the run of another workunit and e-
mailing out progress reports.

• Build of retro datasets almost always requires multiple builds of the same 
dataset, consequently multiple runs of the same workunit but for different 
dates.

• Stats on say the ‘process time’ of a workunit obviously cannot be 
generated by the target workunit as it’s not completed.
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The concept behind the harness

The basic idea is to implement each workunit as an ECL FUNCTION  with the 
scheduler harness as a wrapper around said FUNCTION. So the harness both 
calls the target application function and is directed by the same function as to 
what to do next on return from the function.

As pseudo code its:

DaisyChain(TargetApplicationFUNCTION(<NextJob>));

The control being a Finite State Machine or Directed Graph. The same 
machine can run parallel sequence of jobs.
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Options in returning <NextJob>

• Just echo back the <NextJob> supplied as the input parameter and let the 
harness work out what to do next.

• Return 0 (zero). This unconditionally terminates the sequence of executed 
workunits regardless of any default behaviour the harness may have had 
planned. (But NOT any workunit sequences running in PARALLEL in the same 
finite state machine.)

• Return a completely new/different ‘Job Number’. This directs the harness to 
start a different WU than that specified by the defined machine. This allows 
sequence of workunits to be decided at run time. With this option, one has 
to have detailed knowledge of the finite state machine driving the run time 
operation of the harness.
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How the return of <NextJob> is achieved in ECL

ECL allows one to tie an action to a returned result thus:

TYPEOF(<NextJob>)Target(TYPEOF(<NextJob>) <NextJob>) 

:= FUNCTION

RETURN WHEN(<NextJob>,Action);

END;

(Note this is Synchronous: ‘Target’ won’t return until ‘Action’ is complete.)
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Defining a sequence of workunits

The Record layout defining one workunit is:

OneTask := RECORD

STRING WUName; // The ‘name’ to give to the workunit via the #WORKUNIT(‘name’…) option.

STRING eclFUNCTION; // The full path to the target application FUNCTION

END;

Then a sequence of workunits is just a DATASET(OneTask),where the order of the 
records in the DATASET defines the order of execution.
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Building on that sequence

There is also the option to define PARALLEL running with a DATASET wrapper 
around the DATASET(OneTask)

In pseudo code:

ParallelRuns := RECORD

DATASET(DATASET(OneTask)) Queues;

END;

Marcos are supplied to allocate <NextJob> identifiers and to generate 
initiating ECL that can be passed to …/WsWorkunits/WUSubmit to 
programmatically start the whole sequence.
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Additional features

Along with the mandatory place holder <NextJob>,one can also use the 
<ParentWUID> place holder in either the WUName or parameter to the 
target ECL function. (Its type being STRING). This allows communication from 
parent to child workunits using:
TYPEOF(<NextJob>)Target(TYPEOF(<NextJob>) NextJob,STRING ParentWUID) := FUNCTION

SomeData := DATASET(WORKUNIT(ParentWUID, ‘<OUTPUT Identifier>’), {STRING Somedata})[1].Somedata;
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And

The target ECL Function can also take, as a parameter, the entire machine 
driving the sequence of work, using place holder <fsm>. Obviously this has no meaning in 

the WUName.

In pseudo code:

TYPEOF(<NextJob>)Target(TYPEOF(<NextJob>) NextJob,TYPEOF(<fsm>) fsm) := FUNCTION
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Conclusions

• This design is truly independent of, and agnostic to, the workings of any 
application.

• Being based on a state Machine there is no limit to its flexibility.  For 
example: applications can themselves use the harness to initiate their own 
scheduling sequence, in effect allowing nested scheduling of workunits.   

• The harness wrapper to any individual workunit runs in the same said 
workunit. Consequently if the workunit crashes the wrapper is terminated as 
well. The machine just stops without defunct child workunits left running or 
EVENTs left to be de-scheduled. (Note only the individual stream stops, other 
streams running in PARALLEL in the same state Machine are un-affected.)
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It’s on the Community Forum ‘Tips & Tricks’
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Quick poll:

Do you think this will be applicable to your 
organization?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Questions?

Allan Wrobel
LexisNexis Risk Solutions
Consulting S/W Engineer

allan.wrobel@lexisnexisrisk.com

Headshot
Photo 

Placeholder

mailto:allan.wrobel@lexisnexisrisk.com


HPCC Systems / ECL Training Update

Bob Foreman
Senior Software Engineer
LexisNexis Risk Solutions



Quick poll:

How far have you gone through the Online or 
Classroom based HPCC Systems / ECL 
lessons?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



• Our Core Classes:

• Introduction to ECL (Part 1) (30)

• Introduction to ECL (Part 2) (13)

• Advanced ECL (Part 1) (19)

• Advanced ECL (Part 2) (19)

• ROXIE ECL (Part 1) (14)

• ROXIE ECL (Part 2) (12)

The Latest HPCC Systems / ECL Course Catalog
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• SALT Training

• Introduction to SALT (9)

• Advanced SALT (17)   

• Others

• Applied ECL (10)

• HPCC for Managers (12)

• HPCC Systems Administration (6)

That’s 161 Lessons in Total



• Introduction to ECL (Part 2)

Data Patterns and Visualization
Describes the new ECL language and ECL Watch support for 
both Data Patterns and Visualization. 

Data Patterns allow you to analyze any dataset with a simple 
PROFILE function that provides complete aggregate 
information and more. There are 3 ways to use the power of 
Data Patterns in the latest HPCC Systems version.

Version 7 has also introduced enhanced Visualization
support of your data in 3 different ways. Using the ECL 
Playground Chart tool, the built-in Visualization in all ECL 
Watch workunit, and the powerful ECL Visualizer bundle 
which seamlessly interfaces with the ECL watch

What’s new in 2020?
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• Advanced ECL (Part 2)

Introduction to Machine 
Learning
Learn about the types of leaning: Supervised, 
Unsupervised, Deep

Understand the ML terminology: Dependent, 
Independent Variables, Regression and 
Classification, Quantitative and Qualitative

Get familiar with the wide variety of HPCC Systems  
Production ML Bundles currently available.

What’s new in 2020?
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• Advanced ECL (Part 2)

Learning Trees Tutorial
Discuss advantages of using Learning Trees

Understand the common processes involved in 
all ML models. (Prep, Convert, Train, Predict, 
Assess)

Walk through a working tutorial that creates a 
housing price predictor using the existing 
Property training data.

What’s new in 2020?
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• Advanced ECL (Part 2)

Using the Myriad Interface
✓What is the Myriad Interface?

✓Advantages of using it…

✓Implementing the workunit id

✓Lab exercise that uses the Property Price Predictor to analyze 
by selected States.

What’s new in 2020?
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More to come!
• GNN (Generalized Neural Networks) Tutorial

• DBSCAN Tutorial

• K-Means Tutorial

• Introduction to PBBLAS

• We are always open to your suggestions! 

What’s new in 2020?
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✓ Classroom Training

✓ Remote Training

✓ Online Lessons

Methods of delivery
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Quick poll:

What type of ECL training would you prefer 
to attend in the near future?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Questions?

Bob Foreman 
Senior Software Engineer
LexisNexis Risk Solutions

Robert.Foreman@lexisnexisrisk.com
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• Have a new success story to share?     

• Want to pitch a new use case?    

• Have a new HPCC Systems application you want to demo?    

• Want to share some helpful ECL tips and sample code?    

• Have a new suggestion for the roadmap?

• Be a featured speaker for an upcoming episode! Email your idea to 
Techtalks@hpccsystems.com

• Visit The Download Tech Talks wiki for more information: 
https://hpccsystems.com/Tech-Talks

Submit a talk for an upcoming episode!  
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Stay tuned for information on our next Tech Talk scheduled for May 21, 2020!

mailto:Techtalks@hpccsystems.com
https://hpccsystems.com/Tech-Talks


Visit our Tech Talk wiki for more information and to browse past episodes:
https://hpccsystems.com/techtalks 

Thank You! 

LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX Inc.  HPCC Systems is a registered trademark of LexisNexis Risk Data Management Inc.  
Other products or services are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.


